
Another name for a numbered list     1.

Process of copying files from camera to computer     3.

Program that can cause damage to your computer     7.

Another name for a bulleted list     9.

A Web image that is not part of the HTML file   13.

Part of the style statement that identifies how an 
element should appear   

16.

Series of rules that defines the style for a Web page   18.

Portable Network Graphics file   21.

Style sheet that lets you add a style to an individual 
HTML tag   

23.

Property that lets you change the style of the font or 
text   

25.

Document type used to support frames   27.

Attribute that defines URL of image to be loaded   28.

Printed version of a file or document   29.

Default text for main content of a Web page   30.

Text that appears in the title bar and taskbar of the 
browser   

32.

Web page information that is displayed in the browser 
window   

34.

Ability to have more than one program open at the 
same time   

35.

Inline image with one or more hotspots   37.

Web page that appears when the browser opens   38.

Series of text items   39.

Code used to create a Web page or program    2.

Define additional characteristics for the HTML tag    4.

File containing definitions of tags and how they should 
be used  

  5.

Web page elements appear on top of this    6.

Document type that prohibits use of deprecated tags    8.

Defines style for entire Web page  10.

Click a ____ on a Web page to go to another location  11.

Formats information using bullets  12.

Property used to change the bullet or number type  14.

Area of an image that activates a function when 
selected  

15.

Attribute that provides alternative text for an image  17.

Joint Photographic Experts Group file  19.

Property that lets you change the color of various 
elements on a Web page  

20.

Tags earmarked for removal from W3C specifications  22.

Document type that allows use of deprecated tags  24.

Part of the style statement that identifies the page 
elements  

26.

Another term for the home page  28.

Rule that defines the appearance of an element on a 
Web page  

31.

Specifies the display parameters for a specific property 33.

Graphics Interchange Format file  36.


